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A BLUEPRINT FOR IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION

PUBLIC BENEFITS

ISSUE AREAS: Access to Services, Language Access, Public Benefits,  
        Serving Immigrant Populations 

SUMMARY: 

Thousands of immigrants come to New York City each year in search of economic opportunity 
and prosperity. Immigrants and their families are among the primary drivers of a vibrant and 
diverse New York City.  However, like many native-born New Yorkers, some immigrants run into 
difficulties and can benefit from temporary governmental support for themselves and their 
families. Assisting these clients by facilitating access to public assistance, the Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), public health insurance and other  public benefits is an 
important way to help them get on a path to future self-sufficiency, yet doing so efficiently 
and effectively can be challenging: language barriers and complex legal regulations outlining 
eligibility often make the provision of these services at the local level a difficult task. In New 
York City, the Human Resources Administration (HRA) established the Office of Refugee 
and Immigrant Affairs (ORIA) as a way to centralize expertise in these areas and improve the 
agency’s work with immigrant and limited English proficient (LEP) populations. This office, which 
falls under the larger umbrella of the Office of Community Affairs and Immigrant Services, 
has become an essential component of HRA. In consultation with HRA’s program areas and 
Office of Legal Affairs, it  helps ensure that the agency complies with the law in providing 
public assistance. ORIA develops trainings for staff on how to provide language services to 
limited English speakers and streamlines best practices for serving immigrant and LEP clients 
throughout the agency.

OBJECTIVES: 

+ Promote meaningful interactions with immigrant and LEP clients and awareness of public 
benefits and associated eligibility requirements

+ Ensure governmental compliance with legal mandates defining eligibility, requiring equal 
access and prohibiting discrimination against immigrants and LEP persons



BACKGROUND 

Economic opportunity has long been a driver of immigration to the United States, yet some of the 40 million immigrants who now call 

America home face challenges getting established or encounter temporary setbacks. According to the Pew Research Center, 19.5 

percent of all foreign-born individuals residing in this country live in poverty.1  For low-income Americans, native- and foreign-born, 

government-sponsored safety nets can make all the difference in keeping food on the table, roofs over heads and access to healthcare. 

In New York City, over 1 million noncitizens and their children receive public health insurance, 500,000 receive Supplemental Nutrition 

Assistance Program benefits, and almost 100,000 receive temporary cash assistance. Estimates suggest that the City spends over 

$2.1 billion each year in these benefit programs alone on noncitizens and their children.2  As much as the City provides to low-income 

immigrants, eligibility guidelines, rules and regulations set by the Federal and State governments for certain programs are restrictive 

and can be difficult to navigate for immigrants. 

Even when immigrant households are eligible for government assistance, they don’t always apply for it. A recent study by the Cato 

Institute showed that low-income immigrants use public benefits at lower rates than low-income U.S.-born citizens and that the average 

per person value of the benefits non-citizen immigrants receive is lower than the value of benefits native-born Americans receive.3 

Some of these differences are because the eligibility requirements are restrictive for certain immigrants, but the Cato study suggests 

that even before these restrictions non-citizens utilized public benefits at a lower rate than their native-born counterparts. Immigrants 

may be unaware of the existence of such assistance, believe they are ineligible or not feel they need the benefits. They may also carry 

negative associations with government assistance, including mistrust, from their home countries. Language barriers can also make it 

difficult for immigrants to learn about and apply for public benefits. 

Despite these hurdles and the barriers that emanate from federal or state requirements, there are still ways for municipal governments 

to positively engage immigrant and LEP communities.  Ensuring that immigrants and their families are aware of the eligibility 

requirements associated with temporary supports that can help them through difficult times creates ripple effects that can help entire 

communities. HRA has a commitment to complying with the appropriate laws, helping immigrants in need of assistance find the help 

they need to become self sufficient and making their experience as customer friendly as possible.

“Immigrants make vital contributions to the economic and social mosaic of New York City, and HRA 

is committed to ensuring that they have access to programs and services that can help them start 

fresh and work toward financial independence and prosperity.” 

- ROBERT DOAR, COMMISSIONER, NEW YORK CITY HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION
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NYC HUMAN RESOURCES 
ADMINISTRATION – OFFICE OF 
REFUGEE AND IMMIGRANT AFFAIRS 

HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

To address the unique needs of the immigrant population in New York City, HRA created ORIA in 2000. Prior to ORIA’s formation, 

there were two HRA office locations opened to deal specifically with the large influx of Haitian and Cuban immigrants that started 

in the 1970s. When foreigners from other parts of the world arrived, staff at this center were often challenged to meet their needs, 

especially if these new clients didn’t speak English. 

Around the same time, President Clinton signed federal Executive Order 13166 in August of 2000. This law required all federal 

agencies, and any recipients of federal financial assistance, to provide meaningful access to services for clients with limited English 

proficiency (LEP). The law invoked Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and obligated these same bodies to ensure that any programs 

normally provided in English were accessible to LEP individuals. Failure to do so would constitute discrimination on the basis of 

national origin in violation of Title VI.

MISSION, OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF SERVICES

Thus, when ORIA was created, it was to be a centralized unit within HRA that would streamline the agency’s efforts to improve 

language and immigrant access for immigrant and LEP New Yorkers. The mission of ORIA, in consultation with the Office of Legal 

Affairs, is to ensure that the HRA is complying with all federal, state, and local laws around language access and benefits eligibility; to 

work with program areas to create policy and operational solutions to improve language and immigrant access; to provide training 

and tools to help HRA staff serve immigrant and LEP clients; and to be an internal agency advocate for the needs of immigrant and 

LEP clients. Staff from ORIA further help individuals navigate the HRA, implement best practices throughout the agency and share 

successes with the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) and other city agencies.

Since ORIA’s creation, HRA now has one place that oversees requests for telephonic and in-person interpretation and translation 

and manages the contracts with outside vendors that provide these services. To ensure that clients receive timely, appropriate, and 

effective assistance, ORIA assists and monitors HRA offices across the city. When problems or challenges are identified, ORIA works 

with its partners across the agency to find solutions.  

HRA’s range of services include temporary cash assistance, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (formerly known as 

food stamps), health insurance coverage, domestic violence services, adult protective services, child support enforcement, energy 

assistance, comprehensive HIV/AIDS services and long-term care.  The Agency also has a strong focus on fraud, waste and abuse 

prevention to ensure that taxpayer dollars are used wisely and the integrity of these programs is upheld.   HRA’s 14,000 employees 

serve more than 3 million clients annually. In 2012, HRA served 1,224,943 limited English speaking clients and 1,278,444 non-U.S. 

citizen clients.
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Helping immigrants and LEP clients access public benefits is good policy and it is required by the law. However, the legal guidelines 

around providing benefits to immigrants are complex, and it is therefore essential to have specially-trained staff with expertise in 

this area available to advise the entire agency on complicated compliance and eligibility requirements. With the assistance of these 

experts, staff can help clients more efficiently and effectively, they can provide better customer service and, in the process, they can 

ensure the best use of their time and agency resources. 

DEVELOP AND CENTRALIZE EXPERTISE AND BEST PRACTICES 

+ Designate a coordinating body or person. The most productive way to manage the language needs and 

unique eligibility questions of immigrants and LEP clients is to enlist or designate one person, one central office or 

one coordinating body (depending on agency size) to develop expertise in immigration and language access laws 

and implement policy and operational responses that bring legal mandates to life. Ideally, this coordinating body 

is empowered to communicate issues as a priority for the agency and has access to critical decision-makers and 

resources. In other words, such a body must have the tools and authority necessary to mobilize all decision makers 

to move key legal changes through all levels of an agency.

+ Understand the relevant regulations. Legal expertise is required to correctly understand and follow the federal, 

state and local guidelines for assisting immigrants and LEP individuals with their social service needs. This expertise 

can come from in-house staff or outside contractors, but should guide the implementation of language access 

policies as well as training for caseworkers on immigrant eligibility. 

+ Develop clear communication channels. One of the jobs of the point person (or office) on immigrant affairs 

should be to ensure that relevant information about immigrant and language services is shared throughout 

the agency and refreshed reguarly. Identifying point people in different offices to regularly receive these 

communications and share them with their staff helps avoid miscommunications and lapses in information. It is also 

important to have a centralized place where staff can find immigrant and language access information and tools.

+ Create specialized committees. One way ORIA accomplished this in New York City was to create an 

Internal Language Access Committee. Comprised of staff representing all the different public-facing units 

within HRA, the committee meets a few times a year and provides ORIA with a consistent venue within which 

they can share policy updates, procedural changes, troubleshoot with the diverse units and discuss best 

practices.

FACILITATING MEANINGFUL 
ACCESS TO PUBLIC BENEFITS 
FOR IMMIGRANT AND LEP CLIENTS

STEP ONE >
DESIGNATE OR ASSIGN STAFF TO CENTRALLY OVERSEE AND 
SUPPORT AGENCY WORK WITH IMMIGRANTS
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+ Create a centralized place to share information and expertise. The designated body or staff person 

managing issues around immigrants and language access should share their expertise as much as possible. This 

can mean identifying best practices and supporting their implementation across the agency, as well as making sure 

policies developed internally are applied coherently, troubleshooting for staff and answering questions that come 

up from other units and employees. At HRA, ORIA has a dedicated page on the agency’s intranet with resources for 

staff, from training materials to legal requirements. ORIA also works with MOIA, other city agencies and community-

based organizations to  to share information and expertise citywide.

IMPLEMENT TRAINING, MANAGE LANGUAGE SERVICE CONTRACTS AND MONITOR 
PROCESSES 

+ Conduct language access and immigrant eligibility training. In New York City, all relevant staff undergo 

regular training on the agency’s language access policy as well as the complex laws regulating eligibility for public 

benefits for foreign-born residents. HRA develops these trainings in consultation with lawyers and other legal 

experts so that they correctly and thoroughly explain to staff the intricate rules about eligibility and confidentiality, 

as well as the provision of translation and interpretation services. Trainings are conducted regularly (once or twice 

per year).

+ Manage all translation and interpretation contracts. HRA maintains one central office that manages in-

person and telephonic interpretation contracts, which makes it easier to coordinate services across an agency; 

control the quality of interpretation provided; and creates simpler operational processes to improve efficiency. For 

municipalities smaller than New York this can be a single person’s job if the agency is not large enough to require 

an entire office. 

+ Monitor data and compliance. Collecting data about who is accessing the services your agency provides, where 

these clients are from, what languages they speak, how and when you get interpretation requests, what benefits 

most clients receive and other information can be a useful way to detect large scale trends and needs.  ORIA works 

closely with HRA’s Office of Evaluation and Research to interpret this data and these trends. 

SHAPE INSTITUTIONAL CULTURE 

+ Get buy-in from leadership. Buy-in from agency leadership is essential to guide messaging about why an office 

or staff person devoted to the needs of immigrants and LEP clients matters. When leaders reinforce the message 

that providing robust language access and immigrant eligibility services is a crucial part of the agency’s overall 

mission and goals, and that equal access to services is the law, it goes a long way to developing an institutional 

culture that integrates this work into daily functions. For example, HRA’s Commissioner has sent a letter to all staff 

reinforcing the importance of appropriately serving LEP clients and reminding them of the correct procedures to 

follow.  In the organizational structure of HRA, the Office of Community Affairs and Immigrant Services reports to 

the Chief Administrative Officer who is a direct report to the Commissioner.

+ Emphasize a customer service framework. One strategy employed within the HRA to accomplish this culture 

change involved emphasizing the need to provide excellent customer service to all clients no matter where they are 

from or what language they speak. Making the message more about customer service and a person’s experience 

with the agency, rather than doing something special for a particular group of clients, clarified this goal.
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STEP TWO > ENSURE INTERNAL COMPLIANCE WITH RELEVANT LAWS AND 
POLICIES REGARDING IMMIGRANT AND LEP ACCESS

One of the central functions of ORIA, in consultation with the Office of Legal Affairs, is to routinely examine the challenges faced 

by HRA staff in working with immigrant and LEP clients. Such proactive troubleshooting helps ORIA assist staff with the challenges 

they encounter in a timely fashion. In response, ORIA can develop initiatives such as providing step-by-step instructions for certain 

procedures, conducting trainings, streamlining operations and enforcing accountability.

DEVELOP TRAININGS FOR AGENCY STAFF  

+ Cover multiple subjects. Trainings should focus on two main areas: language access and immigrant eligibility for 

public benefits.

+ Language access training. This training program, developed internally by ORIA, is intended for all 

frontline HRA staff. The training outlines the language access legal mandates the agency is required to follow 

and explains how workers can access an interpreter. The training also includes information on the City’s 

confidentiality policy, reminding staff that immigration status is confidential and is not to be shared outside of 

the agency.

+ Eligibility training. Training on eligibility for cash assistance is a four-day intensive program. External 

lawyers, experts in this area of law—including ORIA staff and HRA’s Family Independence Administration—

developed the program. Training on SNAP benefits is shorter in length but still comprehensive. In-house 

experts created this course. Trainings cover eligibility for other benefits, like Medicaid, as well.

+ Use internal and external expertise to create training courses. ORIA has enlisted the assistance of both 

internal and external lawyers and experts to develop its training programs for HRA staff. In addition, each HRA office 

has its own training unit to develop specific rubrics for their area of responsibility. When needed, ORIA can help 

these units include elements in their trainings unique to working with immigrants and LEP individuals.
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LANGUAGE ACCESS INSTRUCTION CARDS FOR FRONTLINE STAFF 

To support the implementation of language access policies across a large agency, HRA issues instruction cards with step-by-step 

guidelines to frontline staff to help them better serve immigrant and LEP clients.
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PROVIDE TOOLS TO HELP STAFF COMPLY WITH REGULATIONS  

+ Simplify procedures as much as possible. HRA staff are required to understand an immense range of 

procedures that emanate from the federal and state government. To ease their use of interpretation services and 

further ensure they always provide quality interpretation to clients, a crucial service, ORIA staff have created step-

by-step instruction cards for frontline staff to follow to contact telephonic interpretation providers. Staff can keep 

these cards easily accessible at their desks for quick reference.

+ Implement operational solutions. Another tactic ORIA has used is to make easy infrastructural changes to HRA 

offices that simplify the job of serving immigrant and LEP clients.

+ Use dual handsets for telephonic interpretation. ORIA was able to secure dual handsets to give to 

most of HRA’s frontline staff for use during telephonic interpretation calls. This allows frontline staff and their 

clients to simultaneously be on the phone with the interpreter rather than having to pass the phone back and 

forth. There are two options for providing this equipment: Either purchasing or renting special dual handset 

telephones created for this purpose or purchasing additional handsets and plugging them into a second jack 

on a regular phone.

+ Upgrade technology. Sometimes the best way to help staff manage their jobs is with technological 

solutions. Once HRA employees designate the language of choice for a particular client in the case 

management system, this triggers a technology which then automatically sends all HRA-generated 

documents to that client in the language specified (provided that it is one of the six specified languages in 

NYC’s Local Law). This, of course, eases communication and helps avoid any misinterpretation of information. 

HRA also developed a system to track the type of language service provided to LEP cash assistance and 

SNAP clients.



BOOST EXPERTISE BEYOND THE CENTRAL OFFICE  

+ Designate site-based language access and immigrant eligibility liaisons. While it’s important to have a 

central office with expertise in issues affecting immigrants, it’s also important to spread that knowledge to other 

office locations through specially trained staff. These individuals will be more readily available to assist caseworkers 

and answer questions immediately. To fill this role in New York City, all HRA offices throughout the city have 

language access liaisons and all Job Center and SNAP offices have immigrant eligibility liaisons.

+ Assign staff to serve as language and/or immigrant eligibility liaisons. The liaisons are current staff 

members who work in HRA offices throughout New York’s five boroughs and serve as liaison in addition 

to (and sometimes in place of some of) their regular duties. The position was first created in 2005 and can 

either be filled by one person who handles both language and eligibility issues or by two people.  At the 

sites where they work, these liaisons are the in-house experts who can answer questions that arise and help 

make on-the-spot eligibility determinations when needed or elevate issues when further guidance is needed. 

They can often intervene and provide guidance before it becomes necessary to involve ORIA or other central 

agency staff.

+ Hire more bilingual/multilingual staff. A further cost-effective strategy for improving services is to hire more 

bilingual and multilingual staff and build the agency’s internal human capital. ORIA has promoted this practice 

throughout the HRA informally, and formally, by encouraging use of civil service regulations which can prioritize 

streaming bilingual staff in certain circumstances. Staff hired through this special civil service stream called 

“selective certification” are tested to assess their language skills using a customized test developed and provided 

by an independent vendor contracted by HRA for this purpose. Once hired or identified (if they have already been 

working at HRA), these bilingual or multilingual staffers are encouraged to participate in NYCertified, a training 

program for city employees who want to gain translation and interpretation skills.

PERFORM REGULAR SITE MONITORING  

+ Use the secret shopper model. Routine monitoring of HRA offices across the city helps ORIA understand where 

staff are excelling in their service to immigrants and LEP clients and where they may need more training or support. 

To gather this information, ORIA uses the secret shopper model in which a staff member, intern, or volunteer visits 

a site speaking only a non-English language. Staff use a standardized survey instrument for each site and record 

whether or not the staff they spoke with followed the correct procedures. They also monitor the physical space 

checking to ensure that multilingual posters informing clients about interpretation and translation services are 

posted as required and whether they are posted in visible locations.

+ Provide feedback on results. After the secret shoppers complete their monitoring observations, ORIA shares the 

results with the site staff  and provides commendations and suggestions for improvement. Ideally this is a uniform 

practice across offices and done on a regular basis to provide continual feedback. However, it may take some time 

to implement a system that appropriately captures services.
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ADVERTISING FREE INTERPRETER SERVICES 

To promote awareness of language access policies, posters are placed in all HRA sites notifying clients of the availability of free 

interpreter services in multiple languages. “Secret shopper” staff make note of the physical space at HRA sites, reporting on the 

presence and visibility of such signage.
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STEP THREE > EDUCATE ORGANIZATIONS AND RESIDENTS ABOUT 
ACCESSIBILITY TO SERVICES

While there is much agencies can do to prepare staff to provide quality assistance to clients, there are also ways to help those clients be 

better prepared to receive help themselves.

GIVE INDIVIDUALS TOOLS AND EDUCATION  

+ Make language access information available to applicants. Every cash assistance, Medicaid and SNAP 

application packet that HRA provides to clients seeking public benefits include a notification to the client about 

their right to and the availability of interpretation and translation services.  Cash assistance and SNAP application 

plackets also include an “I Speak” card. This card lists several languages with their English translations and asks 

individuals to point to their language in order to receive free interpretation services. 

+ Conduct workshops based in immigrant communities. Workshops based in immigrant communities that 

explain eligibility requirements for public benefits, the application process, language access procedures, and other 

topics go a long way to giving clients the information they need when seeking public benefits. Partnering with 

other city agencies or community-based organizations to host and help run such events can make it easier to reach 

a large audience. HRA has collaborated with the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs to host Know Your Rights and 

Responsibilities Forums. These forums bring speakers from city agencies to community gatherings and provide 

information about topics of interest.
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I SPEAK CARDS IN BENEFIT APPLICATION PACKETS 

To facilitate communication between HRA and its LEP clients, the agency sends out “I speak…” cards in applications for benefits, like 

cash assistance and SNAP, that enable clients to identify their preferred language.

Attention agency employee: Please call an interpreter,  
this customer requires language assistance. See reverse 
side for language.

I speak...
 Cantonese / 我需要免費的廣東話翻譯

 Haitian Creole / Mwen bezwen you entèprèt Kreyòl gratis.

 Italian / Io ho bisogno di interpretazione gratuita in Italiano.

 / 무료	 한국어	 통역이	 필요합니다.

 Mandarin / 我需要免費的國語翻譯.

  

 Spanish / Necesito servicios gratuitos de interpretación en español.

    

    I need free interpretation in _______________________________.



+ Provide preliminary information on “public charge” issues. While the issue of “public charge” is a federal one, 

localities must confront the myths and realities of this label among immigrant communities who fear seeking public 

benefits due to potential impacts on their immigration cases. HRA’s written guide and public presentations provide 

basic information about which public benefits are “safe” and which ones are more questionable for immigrants to 

use. However, the public and community-based organizations are always advised to consult immigration attorneys 

since individual circumstances vary.

+ Create written guides for the public. ORIA created a community guide translated into several languages that 

they distributed to community-based organizations throughout the city. The guide describes HRA’s services to 

immigrants in basic terms, outlines the general eligibility requirements for immigrants seeking public assistance 

based on their status, explains “public charge” issues (see above) and reiterates the City’s confidentiality policy.  

BUILD COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS   

+ Cultivate relationships with community leaders and community-based organizations. The better an 

institution knows the population it serves, the better it can accomplish its goals. Along with data collection, fostering 

relationships with leaders from that community—whether they are political, social, or faith leaders—makes gaining 

this knowledge possible.

+ Turn to community leaders to fill information gaps and address community needs. When people 

don’t interact with government at all, it is difficult, if not impossible, to know why or to learn what your agency 

could do better. This is where community leaders can be especially helpful, providing critical insights. 

Building relationships with community organizations and leaders helps agency staff proactively address 

needs and concerns that arise rather than reacting to someone’s challenging experience after the fact. 

Management and frontline staff can also learn from these leaders what specific needs community members 

have so that they are providing appropriate services.  HRA utilizes and partners with hundreds of community-

based organizations – many which serve immigrants and LEP individuals – to spread the word about the work 

of the Agency and in the case of SNAP, enroll New Yorkers in the program.

+ Spread awareness about interpretation services. If LEP clients are not aware that interpretation is 

available, they may come to an HRA office and stumble through in English. When this happens caseworkers 

may mistakenly flag them as English speakers, triggering further communications to be in English as well. 

While it is critical to train caseworkers to try to identify and avoid these situations, it is also useful when 

clients already know interpretation is available and can easily request it, such as by using an “I speak…” card. 

To encourage use of this card, HRA has mailed nearly one million “I speak…” cards to community based 

organizations and the agency’s own most highly-trafficked locations.

+ Address specific community needs. Building relationships with community insiders helps agency staff 

proactively address needs and concerns that arise rather than reacting to someone’s challenging experience 

after the fact. Management and frontline staff can also learn from these leaders what specific needs 

community members have so that they are providing appropriate services.
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MAKE RELEVANT INFORMATION CLEARLY VISIBLE AT AGENCY SITES  

+ Use signage and other written materials. Perhaps the easiest way to share information about services specific 

to LEP and immigrant clients is through signage within agency offices describing the offerings. HRA offices are 

mandated to hang posters and signs describing the availability of free interpretation at the first point of entry. The 

HRA also shares information in guides that are available online and distributed to community-based organizations. 

As with all written materials for the public, these are translated into several languages.
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COMMUNITY GUIDE TO PUBLIC BENEFITS

To better inform immigrant and LEP residents and community based organizations that serve them about public benefits that are 

accessible through HRA, the agency created a plain language guide in multiple languages that explains eligibility guidelines and 

other key points about accessing public benefits that are relevant to these communities. Because the rules and regulations are so 

complicated, HRA does advise within the brochure that HRA is not the Agency that determines whether receiving public benefits will 

affect an individual’s immigration case but that USCIS decides this.
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CITIES FOR IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION  aims to support the expansion of programs 

and policies that facilitate the economic, civic and cultural integration of immigrants across the United States. The NYC 

Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs (MOIA) has provided and will continue to provide technical assistance and guidance to 

other municipalities in their efforts to support immigrant communities and encourages local governments to network and 

share best practices in this important field. 

Blueprints for Immigrant Integration, as well as additional tools and resources, are available on nyc.gov/integration 

and will continue to grow over the coming months. Please feel free to write us and share feedback by contacting 

integration@cityhall.nyc.gov.
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